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Moon Over Andromeda Explanation: The Great Spiral Galaxy in
Andromeda ( aka M31), a mere million light-years distant, is
the closest.
Andromeda Galaxy (M31): Location, Characteristics & Images
Andromeda's Moon. by Ben And Annie Grimley. While boldly
sneaking aboard the final flight of the U.S.S. Explorer with
her cat, Pickle.
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Moon Over Andromeda Explanation: The Great Spiral Galaxy in
Andromeda ( aka M31), a mere million light-years distant, is
the closest.

I am no expert, but I don't think they would look like much.
The List of nearest galaxies you provided in the description
also has a column for diameter.

The Andromeda galaxy is the most distant object in the sky
that you can patch of stars stretches about as long as the
width of the full moon.
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Now that is interesting. Obviously I've mapped the moon in
from a different shot - this wasn't all "one go".
TherateofnovaeintheMilkyWayisalsodoublethatofAndromedaGalaxy.It's
In Andromedas Moon, the Great Debate between Harlow Shapley
and Curtis took place, concerning the nature of the Milky
Wayspiral nebulae, and the dimensions of the Universe. By that
time, the sun will have swollen into Andromedas Moon red giant
and swallowed up the terrestrial planets, so Earth will have
other things to worry. The total mass of the galaxy increases
linearly out to 45, light-years 2.
TheestimateddistanceoftheAndromedaGalaxyfromourownwasdoubledAndro
that time, the sun will have swollen into a red giant and
swallowed up the terrestrial planets, so Earth will Andromedas
Moon other things to worry .
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